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“this is a text I commissioned for the exhibition. -SoiL”

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

If this text was to be a narration or interpretation of an exhibition, I would start with what it is that exhibitions do:

Bridget R. Cooks: “In his introduction to Exhibiting Contradiction: Essays on Art Museums in the United States, author 
Alan Wallach writes of his realization about the role of the art museum exhibition, ‘It became evident to me that, by 
walking through a gallery space hung with pictures, museum visitors acted out, and thus in some sense internalized, a 
version of art history.’”

And—if by extension—Paul B. Preciado: “The architecture of the hospital and prison, with the integration of 
confinement and surveillance techniques, where the social body is what the dissection able and the microscope 
were to the anatomical body and to the cell, respectively: instruments that produce specific forms of knowledge and 
representation.”

What can a text do for an exhibition if it’s neither a narration or an interpretation, if what we’re fingering isn’t an art 
history or an exhibition-as-slice of the social—the study of companionship—but a writing/reading of something else? 
My appraisal and proposition is not a rebuff of the two above, but a pivot elsewhere, a dependent motion, an extension 
into a now-acknowledged void. Let us move past the to-be-deciphered, the to-be-reinscribed, into a field where “The 
age of interpretation is behind us” holds true, an alternative mode in which we confront the work of others while all 
the while testing our. A gesture of believing in the thing sight-unseen because of a reorientation to  understand it 
structurally rather than temporally. In other words, announcement, narration, and interpretation are before, during, 
after and it’s worth a try to recuse ourselves from the trappings of temperability and timeliness. 

In other words, I don’t want to dream about any particular before-known thing and just the same I don’t want to 
recount a dream I might have had or anticipate having. Instead we’ll hallucinate this thing together, daydream, swim in 
the stream that is the format of exhibition—always a showing, a showing off, a coming out, a stage— where in the best 
of times seeks to dissuade horizontal identifications between artists (and dissolve any resultant imaginary projections 
and rivalries) as well as disabuse everyone of the effects of vertical identifications with curators that locate the “leader” 
in the place of the ideal.

It’s not that dream dictionaries don’t work—they can be made to— it’s more that they can’t work as they claim to. 
Take for example a silly object featured in a dream of mine from just last week: a bottle of shampoo. Uncover Hidden 
Dream Meanings: Dreaming of shampooing hair is an indicator that you need to clear your mind to make a choice or 
consider an important action. To dream that you wash your hair means you will be lucky in a new situation. If a woman 
dreams of shampooing her colored hair then this indicates that she will be popular with men, but if a man dreams 
he is shampooing his colored hair, this means he will be put in uncomfortable situations. The flaw of this seeking-
out is that it expects—the reader of the entry, the person with a quizzical relationship to their dreams, expects—that 
meanings are stable, dependable, and universal not only in the dream itself but also in the transversal into waking life 
through the telling of the dream. Narration is at once a telling and a telling-again, a retelling, that oscillates between 
the contradictions of freedom and the desire to stabilize the original, radical, lost first. There is no real rapport between 
everything and not-everything and if there’s a comfortable compromise, something has surely gone wrong.

In other words, I’m not sure if I want to narrate or interpret anything—and I’m newly suspicious, or curious, about the 
desire to do so. 

I decided to go back to the dream dictionary, this time searching the extensive index not for what I’ve recalled having 
recently dreamt, but seeking out something I might be dreaming-for: 
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Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: A dream that involvesA dream that involves an ace symbol can have several meanings depending on the 
dream itself. Ace’s are connected to the tarot interpretation which I have detailed below, and are associated with how 
we control our lives and others. The Ace in a dream guides one to challenge themselves and find what’s great about 
their life. Allow your imagination to wonder. Make a conscious choice to work on your weaknesses. Nobody is perfect. It 
can denote legal matters or involvements in an affair.

Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: To hear bells in your dream is likely to indicate that you have a situation in which 
you will worry about. Church bells indicate a positive victory over another. A bell such as those often associated 
with waking up is connected with being aware of feelings inside. Traditionally, the historic meaning of this dream is 
that the Bell is a warning of disaster or even death. However, the modern interpretation is that we need to be able to 
communicate much better with othersothers. The western tradition denotes that a bell seen in a dream foretells that your 
relationships with others will worsen. In the Arab tradition, a broken bell seen in a dream portends divorce. To hear 
bells in your dream is likely to indicate that you have a big struggle in your life. Church bells indicate a positiveindicate a positive victory 
over another. A bell on an alarm clock is connected with being aware of feelings inside. Traditionally, the historic 
meaning of this dream is that the bell is a warning of disaster or even death. However, the modern interpretation is that 
we need to be able to communicate much better with others.

Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: To dream of your own belly is a warningwarning that appearances may be deceptive. The 
belly is connected to the center point of your body, and therefore the spiritual center of growth. We rarely acknowledge 
the spiritual side of our life. This dream suggests that you need to undertake a process of healing, and you may also 
need to trust your own obscurity in the future. If you dream of a belly, and you happen to be pregnant, then this is a 
natural dream connected to your new baby. If you dream that your belly is expanding and becoming larger, it shows 
that you will encounter spirituality in the future.

Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: This dream can mean that you feelthat you feel too sealed up in life, stuck, or stagnant… but 
there are also positive connotations to these dreams too. Sometimes there are dreams that show that you are happy 
being stuck where you are and when you dream of a jar it can be an omencan be an omen for you being stuck in a situation which is 
beneficial for you.

Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: When one dreams of a passport this is representative of your desire to not only of your desire to not only 
travel but to go somewhere completely new. You feel like no one knowknows you at all. This dream is associated with your 
desire to travel. The need for travel! You are probably going through a personal identity crisis at this time in your life 
and your guides are pointing out the option of traveling. So book that summer holiday!

Uncover Hidden Dream Meanings: Don’t we just loveDon’t we just love the water lily?? Water lilies are recognized around the world as 
having deep spiritual significance. Also associated with lotuses, water lilies have their roots firmly entrenched in the 
muck and the mud, however their beautiful, pristine blossoms float above it all. Water lilies are the nymphs of the 
pond, known for the beauty and grace of their blooms. Because they close every night as the light fades only to open the 
following day, they can be viewed as symbols of rebirth and second chances. Dreams of water lilies, therefore, refer to 
revitalization after a time of trial.

By not dreaming of these things—water lily, passport, belly, bell, Ace, etc—but having associations to them in my waking 
life is precisely what makes them eligible as true dream content. Why all this? All this because interpretation, and 
narration, happens in spite of assuredness. Revisiting the above: A DREAM THAT INVOLVES OTHERS INDICATE(S) 
A POSITIVE WARNING THAT YOU FEEL CAN BE AN OMEN OF YOUR DESIRE TO NOT ONLY KNOW. DON’T WE 
JUST LOVE? At the end of the day Cooks and Preciado are profoundly correct—we are exhibiting contradiction, we 
are acting out an internalized sense (a sense after returning from a place of non-sense) of something, we are on the 
dissection table—here we are slicing against the grain, producing novel knowledge and productive misrepresentation. 
As is the case that to love is to give what you can’t, what you don’t have, what you would have if you could, here we are.
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Clockwise from left to right

DARREN BADER
velleities
dimensions variable 

JASON HIRATA
Why not lie?, 2021
Plastic bottles, urine
Courtesy the artist and the city of New York

PUPPIES PUPPIES (JADE KURIKI-OLIVO)
I OFTEN FEEL LIKE I’M BEING FUCKED OVER BY A WHITE MAN, 2021
Video, color, sound, 2:32

REBA MAYBURY
Acoustic Guitar in Ecstasy (Humiliated Guitars), 2021
Graphite on paper
Paper: 8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.7 cm 
Frame: 16 x 20.25 in / 40.64 x 50.8 cm 

REBA MAYBURY
Acoustic Guitarmeets his Destiny (Humiliated Guitars), 2021
Graphite on paper
Paper: 8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.7 cm 
Frame: 16 x 20.25 in / 40.64 x 50.8 cm

FLINT JAMISON
Attempt-Attempt, 2021
The materials are the metamorphosis of Greaser and Its Base, that has been previously exhibited:
Aaron Flint Jamison, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, NY, 2015
Mechanisms, curated by Anthony Huberman, Wattis, San Francisco, CA, 2017
Regroup Show, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, NY, 2021
Dimensions variable 

STANLEY BROUWN
use this light, 1964
Black ink on stamped paper
10.8 x 8.3 in / 27.5 x 21 cm 

VAL BREEDER
Liv’s Contract, 2029
Looped video, iPad, dog leash
Independent Contractor agreement delivered to the main character (extended version)
in “Boss Gives Employee Facial” a film by Val Breeder
Credits: Bianca Perez as HR Representative, Sound by Via App

MATT HILVERS
I Come For God (the only power higher than the ones fucking us, me, and them over) (landlord / ghost bike edition), 2021
Silk flowers, plastic flowers, GNC styrene, acrylic primer, glue, and oil on panel.
60 x 48 in / 152.4 x 121.92 cm 
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NANCY LUPO
Self Portrait in rooms Service And Adjacent Dreamy Desires in a City at Least 70% MadeUp But With Many Specifcs
Somewhere Paris and Tbilisi Interlace And Remembering the thing from California Department of Transportation District 7
HQ Building as Something Like Spiky Pasta from the Bad Animal in Mononoke, 2021
Paper, graphite, liquid graohie, colored pencil, inkjet prints, Yes Past, black and white photograph, pigments, aluminum 
and bronze
Dimensions variable

IVAN CHENG
Virginities, 2020
Video, 31:6

IVAN CHENG
Neutral (for browsers), 2021
Cookie jar, cookies
Dimensions variable

HAMISHI FARAH
Sarcophagus detail 2, 2021
Acrylic on canvas
20 x 16 in / 50.8 x 40.64 cm

ALIREZA ABBASY
After the meeting, 2013
Inkjet print 
40 x 37 in / 101.6 cm x 93.98 cm
 


